Abstract: Starting from a nitely rami ed self-similar set X we can construct an unbounded set X <1> by blowing-up the initial set X. We consider random blow-ups and prove elementary properties of the spectrum of the natural Laplace operator on X <1> (and on the associated lattice). We prove that the spectral type of the operator is almost surely deterministic with the blow-up and that the spectrum coincides with the support of the density of states almost surely (actually our result is more precise). We also prove that if the density of states is completely created by the socalled Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues, then almost surely the spectrum is pure point with compactly supported eigenfunctions. AMS classi cation: 82B44(60H25,28A80) 
In this text we prove elementary results on spectral properties of Laplace operators on unbounded fractal lattices based on nitely rami ed self-similar sets, and there continuous analogous. One of the main novelty in this text is to consider random blow-up, i.e. the unbounded lattice or fractal is constructed by blowing-up randomly the initial gure. The results of this text show that the natural Laplace operator on these random lattices share the same basic properties as ergodic families of random Schr odinger operators, as de ned for example in 10], 2]. In particular, we consider the relations between the spectrum of the operator and two important measures: the density of states and the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues (also called molecular states in 11]) which are eigenvalues associated with eigenfunctions with both Neuman and Dirichlet boundary condition. In 14] we investigated the relations between these measures and the dynamics of a certain renormalization map, which is a rational map of a compact K ahler manifold.
Starting from a nitely rami ed self-similar set X (for example a p.c.f self-similar set as in 4]) we can construct an increasing sequence X <n> by blowing-up X. The way the set X is blowed-up is represented by a sequence ! = (! 1 ; : : : ; ! n ; : : : ) in f1; : : : ; Ng N , where N is the number of cells in X. The unbounded set X <1> is de ned as the union X <1> = n X <n> . If H = H <0> is the "natural" Laplace operator on X then we can de ne by scaling a sequence of operators H <n> on X <n> and H <1> on X <1> . The density of states (resp. of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues) is de ned as the limit of the renormalized counting measures of the eingenvalues of H <n> (resp. of the Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues of H <n> ). We prove three results in this text. The rst two are the counterpart of well-known properties of ergodic families of random Schr odinger operators. The third one is more speci c to our situation since it involves the Neuman-Dirichlet spectrum which is empty in the case of Schr odinger operators on Z d .
In proposition (1) we prove that almost surely on !, the support of the density of states is equal to the spectrum of the operator on X <1> (actually, we can precise for which ! this equality is always true).
In proposition (2) we prove that the spectral type of the operator is almost surely deterministic, i.e. that there exists deterministic subsets ; ac ; sc ; pp such that almost surely in !, ; ac ; sc ; pp are respectively the spectrum, the absolutely continuous spectrum, the singular continuous spectrum and the pure point spectrum of the operator on X <1> .
In proposition (3) we prove that if the density of states is completely created by the Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues (i.e. if the density of states is equal to the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues) then the spectrum of the operator on X <1> is pure point with compactly supported eigenfunctions, almost surely in !.
This result is important since in 14], theorem 4.1 and proposition 4.4, we proved that this happen exactly when the asymptotic degree of the renormalization map is smaller than N, the number of cells in X.
The second result suggest that the right object to investigate is the almost sure type of the spectrum of the operator on X <1> . A step is done in this direction in 14], where the density of states and the density of N-D eigenvalues are investigated. Previously, for some particular examples the spectral properties has been investigated, cf 8], 16], 13]. In particular in 16], Teplyaev investigated the spectrum of the discrete Laplace operator on the lattice associated with the Sierpinski gasket for di erent blow-ups. We plan to show in 15], on the example of the interval, that the spectrum for particular blow-ups may be very di erent from the typical spectrum.
In the rst section we brie y recall the notations, but we send to the main text 14] for precise de nitions, examples and a more complete bibliography. 
and that there exists a subset F of the set of xed points (x 1 ; : : : ; x N ) of ( 1 ; : : : ; N ) such that i (X) \ j (X) = i (F ) \ j (F ); 8i 6 = j: Set = f1; : : : ; Ng N and x an element ! of . We de ne the blow-up of X as the sequence of increasing sets X <n> de ned by X <0> = X and X <n> = ?1 Construction in the discrete case.
To construct a dicrete Laplace operator on the sequence of lattices F <n> we suppose given A, a non-negative symmetric endomorphism of R F of the form Af(x) = ? X y2F;y6 =x a x;y (f(y) ? f(x)); 8f 2 R F ; 8x 2 F; (1) where a x;y , x 6 = y, are non negative reals such that a x;y = a y;x . We suppose moreover that A is irreducible, i.e. that the graph on F de ned by strictly positive a x;y is connected. We suppose also given a strictly positive measure b on F. 
The operator H + <n> is non-positive, self-adjoint on L 2 (F <n> ; b <n> ). 1.3 The density of states and the density of Neuman-Dirichlet eigenvalues.
We denote both in the continuous case and in the lattice case by <n> the counting measure of the eigenvalues of the operators H <n> (in the lattice <n> is a nite sum of Dirac masses, in the continuous case it is a countable sums of Dirac masses accumulating at in nity). As usual, the density of states, that we denote , is de ned as the limit (when it exists and is the same for Neuman and Dirichlet boundary condition) = lim n!1 1 N n <n> :
The existence of this measure is proved in 3], 5]. (Remark that despite the terminology, is a measure which does not necessarly have a density).
We say that a function f is a Neuman-Dirichlet (N- 2 Statements and proofs of the results.
We state 3 elementary results on the spectrum of these operators and their relations with the density of states and the density of N-D eigenvalues. The rst 2 are the counterpart of classical results for random Schr odinger operators (but nevertheless never appeared in the litterature). The third one is more peculiar to our situation since it involves the N-D spectrum which never appears in random Schr odinger operators. For convenience, we suppose here the existence of the density of states.
We denote by the spectrum of the operators H <1> (and we simply write when @F <1> = ;). We recall that the essential spectrum is obtained from the spectrum by removing all isolated points corresponding to eigenvalues with nite multiplicity, we denote it by ess .
Proposition 1 For both the discrete and the continuous case we have the following: i) If the boundary set @X <1> = @F <1> is empty then supp = = ess .
ii) Otherwise we just have supp = + ess = ? ess . Moreover, the eigenvalues eventually lying in n supp( ) have multiplicity 1. Remark 2 : We are in case i) for almost all blow-up !, for the product of the uniform measure on f1; : : : ; Ng. Remark 3 : In 13] we proved i) in the case of Nested fractals for equal weights i = and i = 1 N . For this class of self-similar sets, due to symmetry arguments, we proved that the equality supp = + = ? is true even in the case ii). In 15], we plan to show that in the case of the unit interval blowed-up to the half-line R + (by the constant blowup ! k = 1) the spectrum of the operator can be pure point with isolated eigenvalues of multiplicity 1 lying in the complement of supp and accumulating on supp . Therefore in this case the equality ess = supp is satis ed by not = supp . Proof: The proof is similar to that of 13], except that we must be carreful with the inhomogeneous weights i , i and that we must prove the extra result ii). We consider rst the discrete case. We know from section 1.2 that the norm of the operator H <1> in L 2 (F <1> ; b <1> ) is nite, say smaller than a real K > 0.
By classical arguments we know that supp( ) ess . We denote by P <1> (d ) and P <n> (d ) the spectral resolution of the operators H <1> and H <n> . We rst prove i). We suppose that @F <1> = ; and we let 2 and > 0. We choose f in P <1> ( The proof in the continuous case is more technical since we cannot just approximate the function f by its restriction to X <n> (which is in general not in the domain of H <1> ), but we need to approximate it smoothly as it is done in 13]. We safely leave the details to the reader since the proof given for the discrete case for ii) and the arguments developped in 13] give easily the result. In the next two propositions we give almost sure results on the blow-up. To show the dependence of the operator H <1> and of the spectrum on the blow-up we write H <1> (!) and (!). We denote by ac (!), sc (!), and pp (!) resp. the absolutely continuous, singular continuous and pure point spectrum of H <1> (!). The following result is the analogous of a result initially due to Pastur, 9] , for random Schr odinger operators.
Proposition 2 There exist deterministic , ac , sc , and pp such that for allmost all ! in (for the product of the uniform measure on f1; : : : ; Ng) we have (!) = . Proof: Remark rst that for allmost all blow-up !, @F <1> = ;. It is thus enough to consider only ! such that @F <1> = ;. Let P <1> (d ; !) denotes the spectral resolution of H <1> (!). Usually, one proves that ! ! P <1> (d ; !) is measurable in !. In our case, this has no meaning since the projectors P <1> (d ; !) are dened on di erent L 2 spaces for di erent !. Let P R F <n> be the orthogonal projection on R F<n> . We prove rst that ! ! P R F <n> P <1> (A; !)P R F <n> is measurable for any Borelian subset A R (for the Borelian -eld on the space of linear operators on R F<n> ). Indeed, P R F <n> P <1> (A; !)P R F <n> is the limit in norm operators of P R F <n> P + <m> (A; !)P R we know that the set f! s.t. 2 (!)g is measurable and invariant, and thus is of measure 0 or 1. We de ne the deterministic set = f 2 Q s.t. P( 2 (!)) = 1g, Proof: Denote by P and E the probability and the expectation with respect to the blow-up for the product of the uniform measure on f1; : : : ; Ng. We rst prove the result in the discrete case. We must prove that 
